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Introduction

Changes in the financial and payments sectors

Digitalisation of the economy 

and payments
Tokenisation of finance

Design a trusted framework in 
which innovation can thrive

Adapt our services to preserve 
the role of central bank 

money and maintain monetary 
sovereignty and financial 

stability

Two challenges for central banks

€
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A promising technology that is of interest to market 

participants

Identified benefits of DLT/blockchain

Tokenisation = issuing financial assets as tokens that circulate on 

distributed ledgers (DLT/blockchain)

Speed Transparency Cost

Risks amplified or created by the emergence of these new assets

Financial integrity
Cyber risk

Effective 

redemption rights

Settlement assets

Financial assets

I. Supporting the tokenisation of finance

❶ REGULATE: ahead of MiCA’s entry into application in June 2024
OUR 

ROLES

Entry of new participants (BigTechs, FinTechs)

❷ EXPERIMENT: could a wholesale CBDC be a solution?
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Crypto-asset 

issuer

Crypto-asset 

service

provider
Stablecoins

(ART, EMT)
Other crypto-assets

(e.g. Bitcoin)

Utility tokens

MiCAMiFID II  

Security tokens 
(DLT-based 

financial 

instruments)

Entry into force on 
29 June 2023

Entry into application 
scheduled for December 
2024 (except stablecoins, 

from end-June 2024); 
repeal of PACTE Act 

provisions

DeFi, NFTs and crypto-conglomerates are 

outside the scope of MiCA. 

I. Supporting the tokenisation of finance

The European regulatory framework created by the MiCA Regulation
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Central banks need to maintain the anchoring role of central bank 

money, while enabling it to coexist with other settlement assets

The emergence of disintermediated finance raises the

question of which settlement asset to use

❷ EXPERIMENT: could a wholesale CBDC be a solution?

Central bank money is 

the safest and most liquid settlement asset

Central bank money is not available in tokenised form

Wholesale CBDC Stablecoins Crypto-assets

OUR 

ROLE

I. Supporting the tokenisation of finance

Why explore a wholesale CBDC?
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I. Supporting the tokenisation of finance

Exploratory work by the Eurosystem on a wholesale CBDC

Call for expressions of interest (Dec. 

2023)

Non-binding questionnaire and survey 
(Oct. 2023)

Gov. Council approval of framework 
(Feb. 2024)

Dialogue with the market to refine the 

scope of work

3 solutions to be tested

Trials and proof-of-concept (PoC) 

experiments

Comparative analysis of the 3 solutions

Choice and launch of go-live project

Preparation phase 

(March 2023 – May 2024) 

Exploratory phase

(May 2024 – November 2024)

Project phase?

(2025 – )

Announcement of exploratory 

work (April 2023)

Call for expressions of 

interest (Dec. 2023) Selection of solution? (2025)

FULL DLT INTEROPERABILITY (CBDC)

TIPS HASH LINK

TRIGGER

Conclusion of exploratory phase within 

Gov. Council

European pilot regime

Regulatory exemptions to test DLT in 

market and post-trade activities
3 years renewable once

Following this period: stop, extend or revise 

the regulations

Wave 1 

(May 2024)

Wave 2 

(July 2024)
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II. Digital euro (retail CBDC)

Maintaining cash characteristics in the digital space

@ Rise of e-commerce

Emergence of digital means 

of payment

Reduced use of cash in 

transactions

% transactions paid for in cash, at point of sale, in the euro area (ECB)

79% 72%

59%

2016 2019 2022

% transactions paid by card, at point of sale, in the euro area (ECB)

19%
25%

34%

2016 2019 2022

% individuals who bought something online, last three months, in the 

euro area (Eurostat)

44%

52% 58%

2016 2019 2022

A “digital banknote” Strengthened freedom of choice

Accepted 

everywhere thanks 

to legal tender 

status

High level of confidentiality, 

notably thanks to offline 

mechanism

Free for individuals

Conducive to financial and 

digital inclusion

The central bank 

will never see 

the payer’s 

identity

The digital euro will never be 

programmable money

The digital euro will 

supplement, not replace, cash

No interest

Issued and guaranteed by 

the central bank

0%
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II. Digital euro (retail CBDC)

Supporting European sovereignty and integration in payments

Reliance raises challenges

Integration Innovation

ResilienceSovereignty

Competition
Merchant 

fees

The digital euro will promote the emergence of payment solutions under European governance

Distribution of the digital euro will be entrusted to commercial banks and other PSPs

open, i.e. not governed by non-European participants

harmonised throughout the euro area, to ensure the interoperability of D€ payment 

solutions

Distribution governed by acceptance standards (detailing all interactions, e.g. cards and 

terminals), which will have to be:

Private participants will be able to reuse these standards, allowing them to easily and 

instantly offer their services throughout the euro area (including in commercial bank money)

Growing reliance on non-

European players

International card 

schemes

Significant network effects

BigTech companies
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II. Digital euro (retail CBDC)

How and when might a digital euro be issued?

Importance of democratic debateFacilitated ecosystem integration

Existing infrastructure, such as terminals, ATMs and 

standards, to be reused wherever possible

Measures to preserve financial stability: holding limit (to be 

calibrated later), no interest

Viable business model for all ecosystem participants 

(merchants, banks)

Preparation phase, launched in November 2023, will initially 

make it possible to:

finalise analyses

(e.g. design of the scheme rulebook)

run tests

select providers that can help develop the architecture

The decision to issue a digital euro has not yet been taken: 

this cannot happen until the European regulation has been 

finalised and adopted.
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